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Reach for the 
Stars



You are amazing. Fact.
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Learning is something that no one can do for you, but it is 
something you will have to do for the rest of your life - yes 
even after school! So it makes sense that you learn how to 
learn quickly and effectively. 

The techniques you will learn about today are based on 
scientific evidence and have been developed over twenty 
years. Not all will suit everyone so it is up to you to choose 
which techniques work for you. 

That is the beauty of learning, the power is all yours. 

The brain is like a muscle. It grows. Yup, when you learn something new a part of the brain 
changes and grows bigger, much like an arm muscle after lots of weight training. 

Inside the brain are billions of tiny nerve cells, called neurons. Each neuron has branches 
connecting them to other neurons creating a complex network that even the world’s biggest 
super – computer cannot emulate. 

When you learn something new these connections multiply and get stronger. Eventually 
something you once found impossible becomes easy, like playing the piano, or algebra, 
even exams. 

Think about it. A baby isn’t born knowing how to walk, they learn, their brain develops and 
grows stronger until walking becomes second nature.  

All this makes your brain and you pretty awesome. 



The Philosophy of Memory 
1. Relax.

Too much stress lights up the wrong brain cells, making it harder for your brain to find the 
brain cells with the information you want.

2. If you think you can, or think you can’t, you’re right.

If you think negative thoughts like, “I’ll never be able to get this right,” then your brain 
naturally lights up all your brain cells connected to failure. And then you’ll fail. But if you 
think more positively, then different brain cells light up ones that will make you more alert 
and will help you find the information you need.

4. Unleash your imagination! 

You tend to recall images, movement, physical sensations, 
colour, rhythm, rhyme and feelings more easily than words 
and sentences. The more you use your imagination, the 
better the links between your brain cells will and the 
stronger your memory will be.

The cunning plan...

3. Link information together.
 
Your brain likes a story. A story is a logical progression of ideas. So if 
you notice how information is connected you’ll spot a logical 
progression of ideas - a story. You can memorise unrelated ideas  
easily if you tap in to your brain’s natural ability to remember 
stories/logical progressions of ideas.

5. Review.

Reviewing your work is very important, in fact it’s the 
key to a successful memory.

 

Studying without reviewing is like 
running the bath without the plug in! 
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Image Chains

This is a simple & imaginative way to remember lists of words.  You just take each item on the 
list and link them together using a story. The crazier the better!

Mnemonics

1. First letter triggers
2. Visual triggers
3. Rhyming triggers

“In fourteen hundred 
and ninety-two, 
Columbus sailed the 
ocean blue. . ”

Loci
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Marvellous Memory

First used by the Ancient Romans (seriously!) and now famously used by Derren Brown 
and World Memory Champions, Loci or Memory Palace works by logically placing items 
in various locations. It’s best to use a place you know well like your home, classroom or 
exam hall. There is just one rule: go wild and unleash your imagination! 

You can use this technique for all sorts of 
things. It works particularly well with people, 
such as historical figures. You can include 
important information about these people 
as part of their location.

But there are many other possibilities, such 
as using parts of your body as locations or 
reminders. Or you can put the first word of 
your image chain into each location to 
trigger each list you’ve memorised.

Clavicle____________________
Scapula___________________
Humerus __________________
Radius ____________________
Ulna ______________________
Carpals ____________________
Metacarpals _______________
Phalanges _________________
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Peg words 
Like loci, peg words is a technique that links an item you need to remember to a visual 
image. But this time you link things to a number. The problem here is that a number itself is 
intangible (it’s hard to imagine creatively). You can get round this by inventing a new 
counting system, one that rhymes with the numbers. Genius! 

1.

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Make your own! 

Shape Pegs

This is a similar system to the rhyming pegs system. Images are created by considering the 
shape of each number between 1 to 10. For example, 7 could be a boomerang and 2 could 
be a swan! 

The Enigma System - become a spy! 

To remember dates, formulas etc. become a spy by creating your own code system, 
where every number translates to a letter. Then unleash your imagination to create 
words and phrases to help you memorise the numbers! 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
A B C D E F G H I O

The great fire of London happened in 1066. 

Using the code, 1666 translate to A F F F - A Flaming Ferocious Fire! 



Memory Exercise Space... Go Wild! 
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Theme

Main Ideas

Details
Details

Details

DetailsDetails

Details

Details
Details

Step One: Understand It

You won’t remember a unit of work for long if you don’t 
understand it. 

Think of each topic you study as being like a big picture, and all 
the things you learned about being like the pieces of a jigsaw 
puzzle that fit together to make the big picture. This will make the 
work less confusing and easier to memorise! 

Let’s demonstrate.. Greg’s Day

In the morning, Greg went shopping at TK Maxx. He bought trainers, a new 
tracksuit and a nice pink hat for his sister.

In the afternoon, Greg played football at Claris Park with his friends.

He was so busy that there wasn’t any time left to do his homework, which 
didn’t bother him much.

What is the theme? _________________________________________

What are the main ideas? ____________________________________

What are the details? ________________________________________

Step Two: Condense it! 

Four steps to success:
1. Understand it
2. Condense it.
3. Memorise it.
4. Review it. 
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Details are connected to the theme in three main ways:

Explain: What, why, when, how and who
Example: For example, such as, for instance...
Expand: However, but, therefore, except, also etc.



Condense it!
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A hurricane is one of the most powerful forces on earth. It is the combina-
tion of powerful masses of swirling wind, clouds and rain.  The rains pour 
down in a steady flow of solid sheets.  Winds gust up to one hundred and 
seventy kilometres per hour. 

The unconfinable power of these storms damage more property than all 
other kinds of storms.  Trees are uprooted and the roofs are ripped off 
buildings.  Power poles crash to the ground causing power failure.  Low 
lying lands are soaked by floods.   

In 1970, over 500,000 were killed during a hurricane in Bangladesh. The most deadly hurricane in the USA 
struck Galveston, Texas, in 1900, where six thousand people were killed.  Fortunately, few people in 
Australia die because of hurricanes. 

Expert scientists use satellites and a series of radar stations to monitor the formation and movement of 
hurricanes.  The storms no longer take people by surprise.  The experts issue a "hurricane warning" if a storm 
is predicted to strike within twenty-four hours and this gives people in the storm's path time to move to 
safety.
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How identifying key words can help you in an exam! 

This text for “Mister Pip” by Lloyd Jones and question has been taken from a recent exam paper.

This time when the redskins reappeared it was as if they melted out of the jungle. They came upon us like cats. 
The last one out of the jungle was their commanding officer.

Some of the soldiers wore bandages that had bloodstains on them. Some of the bandages were strips torn from 
their shirts. Their officer looked to be sick with fever. His skin was jaundiced. The eyes of his men were inflamed 
and red, whereas his were yellow. Sweat coated his face; it oozed from him. He seemed too tired and ill for anger.

Once more we gathered without an order to do so. Some of the soldiers wandered off on their own, their weap-
ons swinging lightly from their shoulders. I saw one enter a house and undo his trousers to urinate. We all looked 
back at the officer. Surely he would have something to say about this––one of his men urinating in our houses? 
But he either didn’t want to know, or didn’t care. When he spoke he sounded tired; that’s when I noticed he was 
having trouble standing. He was very sick.

He told us he wanted food and medicines. Mabel’s father held up his hand to speak on our behalf. ‘We have no 
medicines,’ he said. This was true. It was also bad news. Very bad news. The bonfire must have slipped the officer’s 
memory because now we saw the reason why we had no medicines dawn on his sick face.

He rolled his head back on his shoulders and gazed up at the blue sky. He didn’t have a reason to be annoyed 
with us. Mabel’s father had given the information politely and without mention of the bonfire. All the same, the 
news appeared to deflate the officer. He was tired of being who he was: tired of his job, tired of this island, of us, 
and of the responsibility he carried.

Question: In this passage, how does the author present the officer? Refer closely to the passage 
in your answer.

Highlight the key words that present the officer and jot them down in this box. You now 
have your answer! 



Condense It!
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The Heart!
The human heart is roughly the size of a fist and it weighs approximately 300 grams.  It is 
divided into two sides, the left-hand side and the right-hand side.

The purpose of the right-hand side of the heart is to pick up the de-oxygenated blood and 
pump it into the lungs so that gas exchange can take place (releasing of carbon dioxide 
and the collection of oxygen).

The purpose of the left-hand side of the heart is to collect the oxygenated blood and 
pump it out to the rest of the body.

Blood is prevented from flowing backwards by a series of valves. 

In order to keep the heart healthy, regular exercise, a balanced diet and emotional well -
being all are very important factors.



Exercise Space
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Step Three: Memorise it with Association Maps 

Association Maps (A -Maps) can help you understand and condense large amounts of 
information but they are also an excellent memory tool. 

A popular theory is that the left-brain is logical and analytical, whereas the right brain is 
creative. This is partly true. The functions of the two hemispheres do process information 
differently. For example, the left prefers to process the details of objects while the right 
processes the overall shape of objects we see.

The brain is a single, interactive system with parts working together to accomplish a given 
task. To make you brain even more powerful you have to know how to combine the  “left 
and right” hemispheres. A - Maps do just that. 

Always write on the lines! be creative!be creative!
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My A - Map
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Learning Styles Questionnaire 
 

Tick or highlight your most likely response to each question below  

(but remember, this is just a bit of fun, not a psychological test!): 
 

 

What do you notice most about people? 
 

V  How they look or dress? 

A  How they sound when they talk? 

K  How they stand or move? 

 

What do you prefer? 
 

V  Reading instructions? 

A  Being told how to do something? 

K  Getting stuck in and doing it for yourself? 

 

Do you find it easier to remember: 
 

V  Faces? 

A  Names? 

K  Things that you have done? 

 

Which of the following are you most likely to say? 
  

V  “I see what you mean” 

A  “I hear what you’re saying” 

K  “I know how you feel” 

  

What do you do when you are concentrating? 
  

V  Focus on the words and pictures? 

A  Discuss the problem in your head? 

K  Move about or fiddle with your pen? 

What kind of humour do you prefer? 
 

V  Cartoons/comics? 

A  Stand-up comedians? 

K  Physical/Clown comedy? 

 

When trying to find somewhere new, do you: 
  

V  Follow a map? 

A  Ask for directions? 

K  Follow your gut feeling? 

 

When you are researching, do you prefer: 
 

V  Work that is written and drawn in colour?  

A  To listen to a talk or be told what to do?  

K   To be active: making and doing? 

 

When solving problems, do you prefer: 
 

V  Writing or drawing out possible solutions? 

A  Talking through possible solutions? 

K  Getting stuck in and working it out as you go? 

 

How do you choose food from a menu?  Do you: 
 

V  Imagine what it will look like? 

A  Talk through the options in your head? 

K  Imagine what it will taste like?  
 

 

Now add up the total number of Vs, As and Ks you scored and note them down below. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

You can use this additional box to see how you compare to friends and family:  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

V: 
 

A: 

 

K: 

 
 

V: 

 

A: 

 

K: 

 
 

V: 

 

A: 

 

K: 

 

Your Totals 
 

 

V: 
 

A: 
 

K: 
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Exercise: Aptitude Test

This three-minute test has been designed to see how good you are at exams.

1. Read everything before doing anything.

2. Put your name in the upper left-hand corner of the page.

3. Circle the word “name” in the second question.

��� 'UDZ�ÀYH�VPDOO�VTXDUHV�LQ�WKH�XSSHU�ULJKW�KDQG�FRUQHU�RI�WKLV�SDJH�

5. Put an X in each square mentioned in number 4.

6. Put a circle around each square.

7. Sign your name at the bottom of this page.

8. After your signature write YES YES YES.

9. Put a circle around number 1.

10. Put an X in the lower left-hand corner of the page.

11. Draw a triangle around the circle you just drew.

12. On the side of this page multiply 70x30.

13. Draw a circle around the word “page” in sentence number 4.

���� /RXGO\�FDOO�RXW�\RXU�ÀUVW�QDPH�ZKHQ�\RX�FRPH�WR�WKLV�SRLQW�LQ�WKH�WHVW�

15. If you think you have carefully followed directions, call out  “I HAVE”.

16. On the side of this page add 107 and 278.

17. Put a circle around your answer to the last problem.

18. Count in your normal speaking voice from 1 to 10 - backwards.

���� ,I�\RX�DUH�WKH�ÀUVW�SHUVRQ�WR�JHW�WKLV�IDU�FDOO�RXW�ORXGO\��´,�DP�WKH�OHDGHU�LQ�IROORZLQJ�� �
 directions”.

20. Underline all even numbers on the left hand side of this page.

21. Now that you have finished reading carefully, do only question two.
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In summary...

1. Understand it

2. Condense it

3. Memorise it

4. Review it  

Get Rid of Revision: The Review Philosophy

When we learn something, new linkages are 
formed between the neurons in the brain.  
These connections are strengthened every time 
you think or recall what you have learnt.  

If you don’t do this regularly the connection 
begins to fade. 

This graph shows what happens to your levels of 
recall when you have learnt something but 
have not reviewed it. The slide of doom! 

So surf the waves of memory instead!
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Review When For how long 
First Review 10 minutes later About 10 minutes 
Second Review 1 day later About 5 minutes 
Third Review 1 week later Between 2 – 5 minutes 
Fourth Review 1 month later Between 2 – 5 minutes 

There are armies of powerful memory techniques to help spice up your revision. However, 
the real key to revision is changing your mindset. 

Naturally, when we think of revision we visualise stress, tears, boredom and no social life. 
Hardly an incentive to whip the study books out.

So get rid of revision and use the Review Philosophy instead. 

How long do you brush your teeth for? How long does it take for you to make a sandwich? 
Reviewing doesn’t have to be a time consuming process.
 

Work smarter not harder. 
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Stress Busting Plan!

It may not seem like it but stress is actually designed to 
help us as it is a normal response to a threat or danger. 

For example, your body has basic needs, such as air, 
food, water and sleep in order to survive. If these 
needs are not met you will get stressed pretty quickly.
This is your brain’s way of forcing you to act, to improve 
your situation and ultimately, to survive! 
 
Mental stress is quite different. It is caused by what you 
think. But your brain doesn’t know the difference as it 
responds in exactly the same way.

Your brain does not 
know the difference 
between mental and 

physical stress

The stress response is the brain’s way of protecting you. When working properly it helps you 
stay focused, energetic, and alert. In emergency situations stress can save your life giving 
you extra strength to defend yourself or to get out of the way of a speeding car! 

The stress response can also help you rise to meet challenges. After all, it is what drives you 
to study for an exam when you would rather be watching TV.

But mental stress can become too much so you have to look after yourself and others. Here 
are some signs and symptoms to look out for:

Stress warning signs and symptoms

Cognitive Problems

Memory problems
Inability to concentrate
Poor judgement
Seeing only the negative
Anxious or racing thoughts
Constant worrying

Emotional Symptoms

Moodiness
Irritability or short temper
Agitation, inability to relax
Feeling overwhelmed
Sense of loneliness & isolation
Depression or general unhappiness

Physical Symptoms

Aches and pains
Diarrhoea or constipation
Nausea, dizziness
Chest pain, rapid heartbeat
Frequent colds

Behavioural Symptoms

Eating more or less
Sleeping too much or too little
Isolating yourself from others
Procrastinating or neglecting responsibilities
Using alcohol, cigarettes, or drugs to relax
Nervous habits (e.g. nail biting, pacing)
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Look after yourself
1. Give yourself permission to relax

The best way to give yourself “permission” to relax is with positive self-talk. Managing stress is all about 
taking charge: taking charge of your thoughts, your emotions, your schedule, your environment, and the 
way you deal with problems. You are awesome. You will succeed. You are allowed to relax. 

2. Breathe 

Notice how your breath becomes short when you are crying? That is because you are trying to breathe out 
or escape the emotion rather than into it. Take a moment. Breathe in for five, pause and release for five. 

3. Visualisation

Imagine you are somewhere that you find relaxing.  This may be the beach on a warm sunny day, a mountain 
top, a forest - or it might just be your bedroom! Then visualise you solving the problem, or acing that exam. 

4. Get Active

Burn up those nasty stress chemicals by getting active. Play a sport, go for a swim or walk. Or relax with 
some yoga moves or use P.E. for the Mind! 

5. See the Process

You may think that exams, teachers, deadlines etc. cause you mental stress, but they don’t.  It’s what you 
think about these things that causes you stress.  Take control over your thoughts. 

Ask for help

Stress can be a 
good thing! 
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1. Understand it

2. Condense it

Today you have learnt: 
 
How your brain learns.

The philosophy for memorising.

Learning can be fun, just use your imagination and creativity! 
 
Innovative learning and revision techniques 

The Four Steps to Success: Understand, Condense, Memorise and Review! 

You have a preferred learning style, and people learn in different ways.

To Review not Revise

You are in control.

3. Memorise it

4. Review it
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You are awesome. 

Reach for the Stars!



Exercise Space
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Tell us what you think! 

Name  _____________________________________________________________

School  ____________________________________________________________

Date  ______________________________________________________________

Presenter Name _____________________________________________________

How would you rate the presentation (circle as appropriate)?

Poor   Average   Good   Very Good   Excellent

How would you rate the ideas covered today?

Poor  Average   Good   Very Good   Excellent

What have you learnt today?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Name one thing you will do differently when it comes to revision or your school work?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Are there any workshops or topics you would like us to run in the future? 
__________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

Any other comments? 
_____________________________________________________________________

If you had a fantastic day, tell us about it on Twitter @LPerformance. 

Now. Go forth. 
Be awesome!



.

The Programmes
We can tailor all our programmes uniquely to you and offer full 

day and half day workshops, split day carousel, hourly rolling 

programmes, and ‘Roadshows’ for your entire year or school.

www.learningperformance.com

For more information please visit our website at :

Call us on  :  01903 872 849

Strategies for Success

Hit the Mark

Reach for the Stars

Now and the Future

Linking Learning - Subject Specific

Review Day

Advanced Study Skills

Motivational Workshops

Thinking Skills & Problem Solving

Parent & Child Workshops

Get Fit for Exams

Get Rid of Revision

Leadership

Communication & Team Building

Time to Say Yes! For Disaffected Students

Perfect Prefect

University Skills

Essential Study Skills

Essay Writing & Critical Reasoning

GCSE Controlled Assessment

Memory Workshops Learn Too

Employability

Stop! Baby Ahead!

Enterprise Education

Email : carrie@learningperformance.com

Learning
Making learning easier

Performance

Let’s Talk Sex
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